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Hamach HS lavagna per spruzzatura 
prove colore
Paint Spray board that is suitable for spraying small parts, such as spray 
samples. For spraying the spray samples in a secured area and drying them 
through the extraction. Suitable for wall mounting or mounting on Hamach 
Stainless Steel tables, art.no. 00046x.

Benefits of the HS Paint Spray Board:

Stainless Steel
Size extraction point: Ø 180 mm
Pressure regulator
Manometer

Informazioni sull’imballaggio

Per pezzo

000478 120 cm 8714247785645

000479 180 cm 8714247706138

Codico articolo:  00047x
Specificazione:  HS lavagna per spruzzatura 

prove colore

N. art. Variante EAN
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Domande frequenti

 >  Can I get tailor made paint mixing room equipment? 
We are well known for our tailor made mixing room solutions. If you want a mixing room facility that fastens and fits perfectly 
into your daily work process, then ask us for a solution just designed for your company. 

 >  Do you have solutions for a complete professional mixing room?
All equipment is manufactured in polished stainless steel to avoid paint contamination, prevent rust and allow easy 
cleaning. The complete solution includes tables, washing machines, can containers, all the extraction tubes and fans to 
renew the air in the mixing room. Consult with our experts to get a quote for your new clean and efficient mixing room. High 
quality and compliance with all environmental regulations are guaranteed. Hamach stainless steel mixing room equipment is 
the best solution for a safe and clean mixing area that conforms to current regulations. 

 >  With what stainless steel tables is the Paint Spray Board combined?
The spray board is combined with art.no. 000463, 000465, 000462, 000460. 

 >  When do I replace the air filter?
The air filter has to be replaced frequently. The screen that support the filter is easy to remove by turning the four handles 
placed on each angle. You can find more information in the manual.

 >  What are the guarantee details?
The spray board HS 1800 is exclusively determined for spraying spray samples or small parts and not for other purposes. 
This machine is guaranteed against manufacturing and material defects for a period of 12 month from the date of purchase. 
This does not cover the product where the fault is due to misuse, abuse, use in contravention of the instructions, or where 
the product has been the subject of unauthorized modifications or alterations. The guarantee of the HS 1800 spray board 
will also expired when it is use for other purpose them determined. In the event of a problem with the product within the 
guarantee period please return it to your service center. If the item is shown to have an inherent defect present at the time 
of sale, it will be repaired or you will get a replacement. You can find more information in the manual.

Prodotti correlati

000468 000481 00046x 0004xx

Esclusione di responsabilità
È responsabilità dell’utente leggere, comprendere e applicare le informazioni contenute in questa scheda tecnica. I prodotti sono destinati esclusivamente all’uso professionale. 
È necessario indossare gli indumenti e i dispositivi di protezione necessari. Le riparazioni devono sempre essere eseguite in conformità alle linee guida e alle normative OEM. 
Tutte le informazioni sono destinate alla considerazione, all’indagine e alla verifica dell’utente. L’uso specifico, l’applicazione e le condizioni d’uso sono fuori dal controllo di EMM 
International BV. È responsabilità dell’utente determinare l’idoneità del prodotto per l’applicazione specifica.
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